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AJLSC Spirit Fills Philadelphia Convention 
by Enid Sperber 

In 1997, I became full time librarian at 
Temple Israel of Hollywood. As a celebra
tion for achieving my goal and the culmina
tion of a great first year, I traveled to 
Philadelphia to my first AJL convention in 
six years. 
And what a glorious time I had. AJLSC was 
everywhere always standing out in the 
crowd of 250 attendees. I could see AJL in 
context and realize how important we are as 
a chapter. We count both the president of 
R&S, Rick Burke and the president of 
SSC, Fred Isaacs as members. Ok, so Fred 

Ellen Cole and Enid Sperber, Library 
Light Co-Editors, become Convention 

"Party Girls" lives in Northern California, he is still one of 
ours! I tried to attend as many panels as possible though not always succeeding. 
David Hirsch was shimmering with his Yankee in Arabia Deserta lecture and 
slide show. Rita Frischer chaired a panel of spectacular women authors that 
included Ellen Frankel and Norma Rosen and Sue Greening wowed them next 
door with her successful Friends of the Library program. Barbara Leff was 
busier than ever taking on new responsibilities right and left. Barbara filled in for 
the ailing, Charles Cutter in the CEU class she had organized. She also agreed to 
be in charge of the proceedings of all convention sessions. Ellen Cole, Library 

Light co-editor, friend and native 
Philadelphian was the AJLSC con
vention star holding forth on two 
panels (Colonial Jews; The Year's 
Children's Literature) and, looking 
lovely at the Banquet, acting as host
ess and moderator for the Sidney 
Taylor Awards. She still found time 
to take (Continued on Page 9) 
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WHAT'S UP? 

Behind the Mike : Producing Jewish Stories for Radio 

Come hear Johanna Cooper, producer of two taped collections of Jewish short stories made especially for 
broadcasting over KCRW and National Public Radio. Discover the fascinating details behind the selec
tions in the first collection, "Jewish Short Stories from Eastern Europe and Beyond" and the brand new, 

"Jewish Stories from the Old World to the New." Share how actors were matched 
with the stories they bring to vibrant life through the spoken word. Thanks to 

NEXT 
GENERAL 
MEETING 

MONDAY 
OCTOBER 19, 

1998 

Ms. Cooper, the audio books easing our commutes now have a Yiddish tam. 

Sinai Temple is at 10400 Wilshire Blvd in West LA on the southwest cor
ner of Beverly Glen Blvd. about 5 minutes east of the 405 freeway exit at 
Wilshire. The Blumenthal Library is on the third floor. As we go to 
press, parking arrangements are still a mystery due to ongoing con
struction. To learn if you enter from Beverly Glen, Ashton or Holmby, 
call Sinai Library. 
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AJLSC Presidents Message 

by Ronda Rose 

I am looking forward to another wonderful year as your President. Last year was a hard one, this year I 
hope to be able to devote more time and energy to our chapter. I would be remiss if I did not thank every
one for the beautiful trays sent to our home during the shiva in memory of my mother. Thank you so very 
much. 

I would love to be more involved with each and everyone. Our public libraries have been given many books 
which were collected in June by our members. With these books AJLSC is represented in many libraries 

•••111 throughout the city. This is one way to promote Judaic Books within the community. 

I want to wish everyone and very Happy and Healthy New Year. My new year wish to everyone is Health, Happiness and 
Friendship. 

AJLSC Library Light is distributed free 

to AJLSC members. 

SIT BENEATH YOUR SUCCAH AND 

WRITE! 

Deadline for the November issue is 

MONDAY, OCTOBER 19, 1998. 

We need all submissions by this date to 

publish timely. 

Submit articles on IBM compatible 

disks with print outs. 

Mail to: 

Ellen Cole, co-editor 

 

E-Mail to: 

Enid Sperber, co-editor 

 

Computer Consultant: Philip R. Gordon 

Permission to reprint is granted when 

credit is given to: 

"AJLSC Library Light". 

L'Shana Tova to all. 

HELLO, HELLO THERE! 

Welcome to our new individual mem
ber, Frances Mendelsohn. 

We open the 1998-99 year with 29 
members renewing, reports Sue 
Greening, Membership Vice
President; 5 of these are institution
al members. 

If you would like to serve an 

interim one year term on the 

Board of Directors, please con

tact President Ronda Rose at 

Temple Emanuel in Beverly Hills 

or at home. We need to fill 

some slots and hope you can 

help. 

MARK YOUR CALENDAR 

Please Note :Due to Holidays, meetings 
this year will not occur on a regularly 
scheduled first Monday of the month. 

AJLSC: 

Mon. September 14, 1998 
Board Meeting at Ama Schwartz's 

Mon. October 19, 1998 
General Meeting at Sinai Temple 
Jewish Stories on the Radio 

Mon. November 2, 1998 
Board Meeting at Joan Buchbinder's 

SPECIAL EVENT 
November 14-22, 1998 
People of the Book Festival 

Monday, December 7, 1998 
General Meeting at VBS 
Joel Grishaver 

AJL: 

National Convention: 
Sunday June 20 through 
Wednesday June 23, 1999 
Boca Raton Resort & Club 
Boca Raton, FL 

Future Convention: 
Washington, DC : June 2000 



IN THE BEGINNING ... WHAT A BEGINNING! 

In his bestseller The Gifts of the Jews, Irish Catholic Thomas Cahill declares 
enthusiastically: our ideas are unique! This intellectual non-fiction is an 
enchanting essay, brimming with the excitement of adventure and newness, 
delivered in the beguiling language of a perceptive leprechaun. 

Cahill has a distinct context. He is creating a series parsing the essence of 
Western history, normally recounted through catastrophic power struggles. Instead, Cahill finds critical moments when 
"gift givers" transformed our world into a stronger, more beautiful place. In this, the second volume of the series, he 
posits the Hebrews' mind altering, thus world altering, concepts about man, God and time. From sex drenched Sumer 
Cahill moves chronologically through selected stories in the Tanach to develop our tribal grasp of the invisible as cru
cial. 

"The Jews gave us the Outside and the Inside- our outlook and our inner life," inventing Western culture by radically 
recasting all previous assumptions. When Abraham sets out on his journey with God he explodes the ancients' wheel 
concept of cyclical, unchangeable time and denies the perception of human life as mere reflection of heavenly life. As 
Abraham leaves the predictable for the unknown, time gains a future, not only unfated, but compelling as a dream of 
something better. Time past is "history", which is au fond what the Tanach claims to be, a personal, familial record, 
creating Jewish identity. Past and future soon bow to the primacy of the present, a time frame made possible, palatable 
and civilized by the Ten Commandments. 
Monotheism radically shifts the religious center from impersonal manipulation by ritual for propitiation to face-to-face 
friendship with God. Each individual's relationship with God models interpersonal relationships. Internalized, God's 
spirit burns, but does not consume. As Jewish history advances beyond the patriarchs and Moses, the journey trans
forms from physical to spiritual until Elijah finds God is not a thundering, outer presence, but the still small voice with
in urging our innovative values of justice, mercy and compassion. Moreover, the Jews great formula is not just that 
there is one God, but that God is One, allowing an integrated view of a sensible universe. 

Cahill's thesis has a dynamic thrust, registered in the forward movement of his chapter themes and his sprightly writing 
style. He repeats ideas, but not expressions, and the book is always lively, enlightening and uplifting. Ironically, he 
maintains his tone by quoting the King James Bible, although his scholarship rests on Hebrew originals and several 
English translations. His discussion of main ideas includes charming educational tidbits. He confronts ambiguity and 
criticizes fundamentalist views. Don't miss this thought provoking volume detailing how our "tribe of desert nomads 
changed the way everyone thinks and feels." 

The Gifts of the Jews by Thomas Cahill. New York: Doubleday's Nan A. Talese, 1998. 291p. $23.50. ISBN: 0-385-
48248-5. Mr. Cahill will appear at The People of the Book Festival on November 18. 

AUTHOR WATCH! 

Two of our favorite authors have new novels in the book stores: 
Fertile Ground by Rochelle Krich, Avon Books. Ms. Krich will appear at the AJLSC sponsored 

program of the People of the Book Festival on November 17. 
Kaaterrskill Falls by Allegra Goodman, Dial Press. Ms. Goodman wrote the wonderful 

Library Light cover essay for last year's Jewish Book Month issue. 
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INSTITUTIONAL MEMBERSHIPS OF AJLSC 

1998-99 

ADAT ARIEl 
Weber library 

ANNE FRANK MEMORIAL LIBRARY 

BRENTWOOD SCHOOL - WEST CAMPUS 

CONGREGATION NER TAMID OF SOUTH 
BAY 

EMEK HEBREW ACADEMY 

JEWISH COMMUNITY LIBRARY 
of the Bureau of Jewish Education 

KADIMA HEBREW ACADEMY 

SEPHARDIC TEMPLE TIFERETH ISRAEL 
levy Sephardic library 

SIMON WIESENTHAL CENTER LIBRARY 

SINAl TEMPLE 
Blumenthal library 

STEPHEN S. WISE TEMPLE 
Jack and Mildred Diener Memorial library 

TEMPLE BAT YAM 

TEMPLE EMANUEL 
Temple Emanuel library 

TEMPLE ISAIAH 
levine library 

TEMPLE ISRAEL OF HOLLYWOOD 
Corwin library 

TEMPLE JUDEA 
Paul Rubenstein library 

UNIVERSITY SYNAGOGUE 
Kleiner library 

VALLEY BETH SHALOM 
Sheila Sporn library 

IN MEMORIAM 

Shari Lewis, author and TV personality. died on Au!Just 2. 1998. 
Most of our libraries hold her One Minute Jewish Stories and One 
Minute Bible Stories. 
Rabbi Norman Mirsky, teacher. scholar. author. friend, died on 
September 3, 1998. We reviewed his last book. Life is on the Wire 
in the November 1996 Library Lif!ht. 

May their memories be a blessin!J 

SCHROEDER FUND DONATIONS 

Received With thanks from: 

Ellen and Marshall Cole in memory of Alma Pop, Ronda's mother. 

Ellen and Marshall Cole in honor of Abby Yasgur's new baby, Rose 

Yasgur Lipner. 

Sue and Paul Greening in honor of Ellen Cole's son Matthew's 

graduation from Law School. 

Susan and Mark Dubin in honor of Abby Yasgur's new baby, Rose 

Yasgur Lipner 

Susan And Mark Dubin in honor of Fran Shuster's 65th birthday 

Gayle Schnaid in honor of Abby Yasgur's new baby, Rose Yasgur 

Lipner. 

Enid Sperber in honor of Abby Yasgur's new baby, Rose Yasgur Lipner 

DON'T FORGET THE SCHROEDER FUND 
Tribute cards support the Dorothy Schroeder Memorial Fund which provides incentive awards to 

those who make significant contributions to Judaic Librarianship, convention travel and education 

class grants. Donations are easily made to Adaire b:y mail to the Wiesenthal Center or E-Mail to: 

aklein@wiesenthal.com. Please make your checks out to the Dorothy Schroeder Memorial 

LIBRARIANS: DON'T BE OVERDUE 

Please take the time to fill out the enclosed membership form if you have not 
already done so. Mail it to Sue Greening at the address on the form. Only cur
rent, paid-up members receive Library Light. Don't forego programs, classes, 
networking ideas, advice or great camaraderie. Don't be late and don't be left 
out because you are overdue with dues. Renew your membership today! Due 
date is OCTOBER 15, 1998. 



SCBWI CONFERENCE MEETS IN LOS ANGELES 
By Suzi Dubin 

Attendees at the Society of Children's Book Writers and Illustrators held their annual 
conference August 1-4 in Century City included AJLSC members Suzi Dubin and Rita 
Frischer. The conference is designed to give authors and illustrators valuable informa
tion on how to write, illustrate and publish their work. In addition to children's book 
editors, publishers, and agents, there are many well known authors who attend and 
speak about their books. This year the key speakers included David Wiesnewski, 
author and illustrator of the controversial Caldecott winner Go! em; Julius Lester, author 
of the Newbery winner To Be A Slave and the story of his conversion to Judaism, 
Lovesong; and, David Adler, author of eight books on the Holocaust including Number 
on My Grandfather's Arm, a biography series, and the popular Cam Jansen books. 
Mr. Wiesnewski spoke about his research and decisions in how to illustrate the Golem 
story. He addressed the issue of age appropriateness by stating that his story is not for 
young children although it has a visual format. He shared his background in telling the 
conference attendees that he learned his unique illustrative style of papercutting 
through his work as a shadow puppeteer. 

Mr. Lester spoke elegantly about the role of history as it relates to literature. He said, "I believe in the named and 
nameless dead. Literature is the means of sharing the past as present." He also talked about his new book which should 
be finished in the next month entitled Pharaoh's Daughter. To write this book, he used many sources on ancient Egypt 
including the Bible. Translating the biblical passages directly from the Hebrew led him to his decision to include in the 
story an older sister for Moses, because the Hebrew speaks ofMoses's sister as "alma," meaning young woman, when 
telling about the girl who watched the baby rescued from the Nile. Miriam's name is not mentioned until after the 
Exodus. 

Mr. Adler shared his expertise on writing nonfiction. He uses information in his biographies which can be verified by 
at least two sources and tries to include as many quotes from the person as possible. He checks newspapers, magazines, 
and books which were published during the time the person lived. For example, he said that he used the Jewish 
Encyclopedia of 1904 to get information for his biography of Golda Meir, Our Golda. 

SCBWI welcomes librarians as members. They can be reached through their website at http://scbwi.org or by mail at 
345 North Maple Drive, Suite 296, Beverly Hills, CA 90210. 

HATE SPEECH: IS IT FREE SPEECH? 
By Ellen Cole 

The June Gala Meeting at the Weisenthal Museum of Tolerance treated 22 AJLSC members and guests to the captivating 
new diner exhibit, familiar core exhibits and a controversial speech by Rabbi Yitzchak Adlerstein. Weisenthal Library 
Director Adaire Klein graciously hosted the interesting afternoon and offered a delicious and hearty spread. 

The diner includes computers disguised as juke boxes, enabling feed back to the two films on "free speech". Both the 
talk-radio baiting and the drunk driving dramas were stimulating and involving. Adlerstein's witty and facile delivery 
did not detract from the thought provoking point that Jewish tradition and American culture sharply divide on issues of 
censorship. Jews facing hate speech, protected by First Amendment rights, realize a conflict with our mitzvot prohibit
ing stirring dissension through slander and gossip. Jewish tradition promotes responsible speech before free speech and 
has legal categories of forbidden speech. Adlerstein wants American Jews to be keenly aware that the free speech goals 
of U.S. society are not the same as our religious law. 
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By Suzie Dubin 
AJLSC offers classes for two kinds of credit: Continuing Education Units and Academic credit at the 
university level. This fall AJLSC offers its CEU courses which can be submitted to the Bureau of 
Jewish Education as evidence of on-going education in our field. Courses tentatively planned for this 
fall are a Book Repair Workshop and/or Genealogy Workshop. More details on these two courses will 
be mailed to you if you call Suzi Dubin at 818-788-6000, ext. 620 and express your interest. 

This spring a core course in Judaica Librarianship will be offered in Library Management through 
Hebrew Union College for two (2) units of university credit. AJLSC member Barbara Leffhas agreed 

teach this very valuable class which is highly recommended for all librarians. HUC sponsors one 
semester length class for us each year. 

Editors Note: the Board of AJLSC officially thanks Susan Dubin for sending the list of attendees at AJL s Philadelphia convention last June to Ron 
Reynolds at the Bureau of Jewish Education. Each attendee received 2 CEU credits. If you do not have a letter of confirmation by now from the 
Bureau, please call them. 

JL MEMBERS IN ISRAEL FOR INTERNATIONAL 
CONFERENCE OF SCHOOL LIBRARIANS 

by Rita Frischer. 

From July 5-10, 1998, school librarians from 26 countries, including Nigeria, Jamaica, Botswana, Australia, Belgium, Canada, the 
U.S., Chile, South Africa, Britain, Japan, Israel, the Palestinian Authority and many more, converged on Ramat-Gan for the 27th 
International Conference of the International Association of School Librarians. Thanks to AJL, Hazel Karp and I were among them, 
representing AJL as we presented a bibliographic survey titled "Literature as a Means ofTeaching Values to Children." The presen
tation was well attended and received and our bibliography, after some additional fme tuning, will become an AJL publication avail
able for purchase. 

Obviously this topic was a timely one internationally. Attendees flocked around the presenters, asking for regular updates of the 27-
page list which we arranged by ten basic values and then by suggested age range under each. Each value was headed by quotes 
from source text, usually Talmudic, emphasizing the importance of that behavior and/or attitude, and the presentation served not only 
to share numerous titles, both Judaic and secular, with those in the audience but also to introduce important Jewish concepts of 
behavior and sources from our religious literature. 

Just like TV shows, our appearance is producing spin-offs. The first one came about when we described our presentation to a group 
of former Americans at a Shabbat lunch after services. Two weeks later, by popular demand, Hazel Karp soloed and gave a similar 
talk to 70 people gathered in the home of Emmanuel and Rena Quint (he the author of a multi-volume work currently being pub
lished on Rabbinic Law). This introduced AJL's name, as sponsors of our work, to a large group of influential lay people formerly 
unaware of our existence as an organization. 

A second, and more important, spin-off appearance is pending because the current president of the American Library Association's 
AASL (American Association of School Librarians), Sharon Coatney, happened to be among those listening to us at Bar Han. While 
she did not identify herself to us at the time, she approached me several days later, while I was standing in line at the airport en route 
home. She said how much she had enjoyed and learned from our session and that she had planned to write us and ask us to submit a 
proposal to present at the AASL midwinter meetings in Alabama in November. We have done this and are currently waiting to learn 
if our session has been accepted. If it is, this will give us yet another platform on which to display our AJL affiliation. 

That Hazel and I and our long-suffering husbands found the Opening Ceremonies, held at a Conference Center near, but not on, the 
Bar Han Campus that first night must have been due to divine guidance in the face of constantly confusing, and inevitably conflict
ing, directions given us by a variety of Israelis anxious to tell us where to go whether they knew or not. That we were able to share 
our own work, as well as attend a series of inspiring programs, including a wonderful talk by Yaffa Ganz on the importance of 
authors writing for children based on a firm value system of their own, was due to AJL's sponsorship of our registration. Thank 
you all. 



Welcome to ... 

ASSOCIATION OF JEWISH LIBRARIES OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 

MEMBERSHIP FORM 

DATE 

NAME 

*HOME ADDRESS 
street city state 

HOME PHONE HOME FAX 

HOME E-MAIL 

INSTITUTION NAME 

LIBRARY NAME TITLE 

ADDRESS 
street city state 

WORK PHONE WORK FAX 

WORK E-MAIL 

TO BE INCLUDED IN THE DIRECTORY, ALL MEMBERSHIP FORMS 
AND CHECKS MUST BE RECEIVED BY OCTOBER 15 1998 

_ Enclosed is $20.00 for a personal membership (July 1, 1998 - June 30, 1999). 
_ Enclosed is $36.00 for institutional membership including one designated person 

(outside US please add $5.00) 

Please check: __ _LPersonal Membership 
___ New Member 

__ _.Institution/Library 
___ Renewing Member 

Please make checks payable to: Association of Jewish Libraries 
of Southern California 

and mail this form to: Sue Greening 

 

Zip 

Zip 

*All mailings will be sent to the home address of those holding Personal Memberships. 

REMINDER: Our status as a chapter of the national Association of Jewish 
Libraries requires that all local members hold national membership as well. 



People of the Book-- Jewish Book Festival Moves Citywide 
by Sue Greening, Festival Coordinator 

Hold the dates-- November 14-22 --for the 
second JCC-GLA Jewish book festival encom
passing the San Fernando Valley and the 
Westside. AJLSC is a sponsor of this special 
Jewish Book Month event and the festival 
coordinator is AJLSC Board Member, Sue 
Greening, Librarian at the West Valley JCC. 
The nine day People of the Book festival will 
be filled with a wide variety of exciting pro
grams for all ages and interests. 

Get ready with the Warm-Up Act in October. 
Popular novelist Naomi Ragen is here from 
Israel with her newest fiction 
Then Get Set and Go! -- Back by popular 
demand: 

The smash hit Cyberfest of Jewish Software and Internet links 
The children's character breakfast 
The children's pajama party 
Storytelling 
Poetry 

Try the new teen program on censorship 
Meet Thomas Cahill, Irish Catholic author of a smart Jewish blockbuster 
Rethink Moses with Jonathan Kirsch 
Hear Dvorah Telushkin's dramatic reading of Isaac Bashevis Singer works 
Solve mysteries with Rochelle Krich and Janice Steinberg 
This is the AJLSC program: November 17 at Temple Emanuel at 7:30pm 
Confer with rabbis as authors, educators or both 
Share Jewish Family Education with Ron Wolfson 
Recount the Ten Commandments with Laura Schlessinger 
Fight for Israeli independence with Jeffrey and Craig Weiss 
Celebrate Zionism with Carol Diament 
Spend Sundays with Carol Orsborn (women), Stan Mack (graphic history) or 
Sam Kunin and Brad Artson (circumcision) 
Sample: 

Rich Cohen on Jewish Gangsters 
Howard Gordon on screenwriting the X-Files 
Joan Nathan on Jewish cooking in America 
Shira Schmidt on Science and Jewish Tradition 

Don't forget: 
The sale of new Jewish books for adults and children 
Many more exciting programs! 

A New York publicist called the ICC to rave that the People of the Book Festival is one of the 
best known Jewish Book Festivals in the country and could not believe this was only its second 
year. 

We need many volunteers! 
For more information or to volunteer call the festival hot line at 818-464-3353. 
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THE CASE OF THE SILENT AUDIOS 
Sorry, But: there will not be any tapes of sessions from the national AJL 
Convention in Philadelphia last June. The taping company technicians 
were not able to attend; thus there are no orally recorded records. Look 
for written proceedings, an old idea newly revived by the AJL executive 
committee who honored AJLSC member Barbara Leff as compiler of 
the forthcoming publication. 

LIBRARIAN'S PAPER CHASE 
Amy Goldenberg, AJLSC Recording Secretary, is a talented artist as 
well as a skilled librarian. At the request of the art museum she will 
give a papercutting demonstration for LACMA on Sunday, October 4th 
in the old May Company building. Amy is a part of the official program 
celebrating the opening of LACMA West. 

LIBRARIAN WANTED 
Wilshire Boulevard Temple has a job opening in their library. If interested, call them. 

ZALBEN BACK IN TOWN 
Jane Zalben will return to Los Angeles in November as part of a national tour. Anyone who wishes to have her speak to adults or 
children should contact Susan Dubin at the VBS Library for information on how to calendar this author/illustrator. Ms. Zalben seeks 
a $300-$500 honorarium. 

ONCE UPON A WORLD .. 
The Simon Wiesenthal Center and the Museum of Tolerance will present the winner oftheir annual"Once Upon a World" Book 
Award on Sunday, October 18th. This award celebrates the diversity of the world's people through storytelling, literature and the 
arts. 1998 winners are author Alma Flor Ada and illustrator Simon Silva for the picture book, Gathering the Sun. 

SECOND SUNDAYS ARE FOR STORIES 
Helen Rogaway, AJLSC member and Children's Librarian at Stephen S. Wise Day School will headline the Sunday story telling pro
gram of the Jewish Community Library on Sunday, November 8th. She will read at the Westside JCC, sharing the program with 
Pearl B. 

ON THE ROAD AGAIN 
AJLSC members Kathy Bloomfield and Ellen Cole are two of the three panel members who present From Board Books to Software 
for the Jewish Community Library's fall program on Thursday, November 19th. The program, at LAPL'S Robertson Branch (comer 
Robertson Blvd. and Airdrome), updates the SRO session of AJLSC's Jewish Book Month/People of the Book panel last December. 
If you missed this then, see it while it is still on tour! 

NOTE, A NEW LOOK FOR OUR NOTES 
Amy Goldenberg graciously donated her artistic talents to redesign our chapter tribute cards which benefit the Dorothy Schroeder 

Fund. Our first printing run is almost sold out and the Board voted for a new look before reprinting. Save your pennies to buy the 
new batch as soon as they are off the presses. 

A JEWISH ROSE BY ANY OTHER NAME 
Voting results on the name change for AJL determine we will remain the Association of Jewish Libraries. By a count of 304 to 116 
the name remains the same. Of the suggested changes, Association of Jewish Librarians received the most votes in the 116, but not 
enough to give national any other name. How sweet, we spell the same. 

WEB WATCH 
Suzi Dubin, Librarian at VBS Day School announces the VBS Website now includes the special sixth grade project to celebrate 
Israel's 50th Birthday. Under Suzi's guidance these Day School students compiled a Biographical Dictionary of Jewish Heroes. 
Abigail Yasgur, Director of the Jewish Community Library, requests that users link to their Website, the Great Jewish Book Caper, 
rather than copy the information posted there. Much work and creativity went into the JCL's attractive and current content. 



CHILDREN'S REVIEW 
by Lisa Handelman 

[Ed. Note: This review by AJLSC Board Member Lisa Handelman, Day School Librarian at Adat AriEl, appeared in Catholic 
Library World. It is reprinted with her kind permission 

DK Publishing has presented readers with the Old Testament in their unique publishing style. The color photographs 
and bright illustrations on a white background reminiscent of the "Eyewitness" series, provide a visual approach to the 
Bible that may be new for some readers. This is not the type of book that could be read at story-hour while showing the 
pictures (they are too small), but it would be a wonderful addition to the family collection or for reading aloud. The indi
vidual stories are separated by title, such as, Benjamin and the Silver Cup God Chooses David, and so on. There is a 
helpful table of contents listing 78 separate stories and also some useful background information on subject such as "the 
Patriarchs" and "Life in Egypt". 

The most fascinating aspect of this book is the collection of photographs that accompany the text. Did you know that 
Isaac gave Rebecca a nose ring (Gen.24)? Interested in seeing how she would have looked wearing it? There is an 
accompanying picture of a Bedouin woman of today with just that look. Ever wonder what Lot's wife might have 
looked like after she turned into a pillar of salt? Check out the picture of salt formations at the Dead Sea that are eerily 
shaped like a human body. Curious as to the taste of lentil stew? No doubt, Esau found it more appetizing than we 
would have if the photo is accurate. 

The editors, clearly sensitive to Jewish concerns, have chosen an apt title for this work. Jews are more familiar with the 
term, The Hebrew Bible, or this case The Jewish Bible, and prefer not to call it The Old Testament. The short forward 
by Rabbi Potasnik is inspirational and instructive. (It is noticeable, however, that of the eight "religious consuitants" for 
this book, Rabbi Potasnik seems to be the only one who is Jewish.) This fine work will be used repeatedly by library 
patrons looking for Bible Stories with a modem look. 

The Illustrated Jewish Bible for Children Stories retold by Seline Hastings Illustrated by Eric Thomas and Amy 
Burch D.K Publishing, 199pp., $29.95 

(Continued from Page I) Dorothy Steiner and me on a 
walking tour of Philadelphia. We have so many mem
bers who chair committees that at any given moment 
meeting rooms were occupied by one of us: Suzi 
Dubin (National Convention Committee) Ronda Rose 
(Chapter Relations and Day School Libraries). Rita 
Frischer (Library Accreditation), Ellen Cole (Sydney 
Taylor Award), Rick Burke (R&S Division President 
and RLIN users) Barbara LetT (Library Education). 
My Philadelphia memories will include the fun of 
going to breakfast and seeing Joel Tuchman's smiling 
face over coffee and nosh, watching dapper Eric 
Chaim Kline (generous sponsor of the Bibliography 
Award) hold court in the hotel lobby, waving to 
Grace Friedman and her sister as they went off on 
an adventure, marveling at boundless energy of the 
then pregnant Abigail Yasgur and a brave Lisa 
Handelman who attended convention with her chil
dren, joining Suzi Dubin and Helene Gersuk at the 
Saturday night AJLSC reception given by Ellen's par-

ents at their Rittenhouse Square condominium, sneaking off 
for a quick glass of wine with Ellen Mark before the banquet 
and finally, all lining up for Fred Rose to take our picture 
including Margo Guttman, Carolyn Holt, and Sharon 
Blumenstein after we danced to the Mummers. 

More of my memories will include the reception -and exhibit at 
the American Jewish Historical society, the audible gasp when 
Rabbi Gabbai of Mikveh Israel opened the Ark and we were 
treated to a vision of gorgeous Torahs some with silver manu
factured by Meyer Meyer and one donated by Haym Solomon, 
attending the walking tour of Jewish Philadelphia and entering 
the small Mikveh Israel cemetery where Haym Solomon and 
Rebecca Gratz and her family are buried, and the chance 
meeting of Aviva Astrinsky, convention chair and hostess 
extraordinaire, while we were on another walking tour of 
Society Hill, this in the evening, and netting us the perk of 
being invited upstairs for a brief view the Center For Judaic 
Studies. (Continued on Page II) 
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Books vs. Electronic Media 

by Barbara leff 

[Ed. Note: AJLSC member Barbara Leffwrote this appendix to her chapter 
on "Books vs. Electronic Media" for A.R.E. We reprint it with her kind per
mission.] 

When planning for library collections, often the first question asked is: "Aren't books being replaced by CD-ROMs 
and the Internet?" My answer is "no" and not for the foreseeable future. Each new format seems to co-exist with 
others, e.g. videos with movies, CDs with audio cassettes. Only print indexes are assured to be replaced because 
retrieval is so much better in digital form, but even that may take some time to phase out. 

Print/paper problems remain valid, but it is still a good viable medium because of its uniqueness for handling 
high thought content and study, and its portability, readability, complete random-access, high resolution, no 
batteries/transmissions, not affected by equipment obsolescence -- and -- what about the pleasure of curling up with a 
good book! 

Future projections are that it is not an "either/or" situation; there will be a balance between print media, audiovisual 
media, and electronic media resources.* 
As of this writing, there are a number of issues yet to be resolved before the Internet can become the only resource 
format or the main media delivery system, if at all, e.g. Internet access is too slow and unreliable; speed and compres
sion must reach higher standards before entire world goes online. Among other solutions, a second Internet exclu
sively for research is being developed -- but even the efficacy of that is being questioned. 
• Content access is unreliable because Web sites ·come and go and there is no central archive or control; a good 
research resource can be gone forever tomorrow. 
• Copyright, security, and fee issues for publishing in digital format are still unresolved. 
• Internet publishing has no editors nor peer review, resulting in questionable accuracy, authenticity, along with hid
den and not-so-hidden biases . 
• Digital format is not as stable as predicted for archives. 
• Equipment obsolescence and backward compatibility of software is a major issue -- the new hardware/software 
cannot access old archives/information in digital form. 
• Many documents, especially public domain items, have been transferred to digital form, but an extensive body of 
print literature remains which is too costly to transfer . 
• As CD-ROMs become faster with larger capacity, the older CD-ROM drives can't play the new . 
• Encyclopedia publishers now have three versions of the same product: Print with full-text and graphics, but limited 
by bindings and expensive to update and distribute; CD-ROM with storage-hungry graphics and motion but abbrevi
ated text because of limited CD-ROM capacity; and online with unlimited full text, graphics and motion, and kept 
current, but expensive. Thus, they augment rather than replace; and many libraries now access all three versions. 
• Much of the digital world is still experimental and subsidized. Electronic media costs are difficult to calculate but 
estimates are that it will be at least as expensive as paper products if not more so because people still want hard 
copies. (More paper is consumed today by people printing off the Internet). 
• Political, social and economic elements are having the most profound impact on electronic media -- and much needs 
to be resolved. 
Conclusion: For the present and foreseeable future, library media centers must continue to plan for print media col
lections, while embracing the wonderful opportunities of digital format. 

*Gorman, G. E., and Miller, Ruth H. Collection Management for the 21st Century; A Handbook for 
Librarians. (Westport, Conn: Greenwood Press, 1997) 13-14. 



¢ CONDOLENCES to: ¢ 
Ronda Rose on the death of her mother, Alma Pop, on May 30, 1998. We repeat our spring condolences and say thank you, Ronda, 
for doing so much for AJLSC despite your grief. 
Yonaton Shultz, Director of School Personel at BJE, on the death of his wife Janet, on August 31, 1998. 

¢ MAZEL TOV to: ¢ 

Abigail Yasgur and Joseph Lipner on the birth of their baby girl, Rose, on August 18 at 10:30 am. Big sister Emma and big broth
er Max say that at 20 inches and 8lb/5oz she is ready to play as soon as mom goes back to directing the Jewish Community Library. 

Arna Schwartz our new AJLSC treasurer. Ama is the librarian at Temple Beth Am's Pressman Academy and assumes this office 
after serving on the board as a member at large. 

Marja Reynolds on her new position in the Sinai Temple Blumenthal Library. Mmja served previously in the Stephen S. Wise 
Library 

Adaire Klein on her selection as a grant reviewer for the Federal Institute of Museums and Libraries. 

Amy Goldenberg on her new position as Librarian at University Synagogue. Amy will continue part time at the Santa Monica 
Library as well. 

Ellen Cole and Enid Sperber complimented in the June 1998 AJL Newsletter for producing a "stunning, engaging, beautifully for
matted newsletter ... brimming with information ... witty articles and personal tidbits, and reports of exciting programs." 

The Jewish Journal for finally giving coverage to Jewish children's books and noting these wonders are to be found in Libraries! 

¢ THANKS to: ¢ 

Ronda Rose, AJLSC president, for treating 17 board members to dinner at the August meeting. We dined on yummy Kosher Italian 
discovered by Hospitality Vice President Sharon Blumenstein and elegantly hosted by Barbara Leff who commandeered her condo

minium's community room when we outgrew her unit. 

What Are Your Plans For Jewish Book Month? 
Guest Authors? Speakers? Contests or Read-a-Thons? Celebrity Readers? Swinging Parties in the Library Halls? 
Staid Dinners with Publishers? Other? 

Library Light will compile a city-wide Journal on activities. Due Date is October 20th. (Yes, we know this is soon, but 
JBM is early this year and we are sure you have planned ahead!) Fill in this questionnaire or write an article and put 
it on a disk. Bring it to the General Meeting at Sinai Temple Library on Oaober 19th. Can't make the meeting? 
Mail your plans to Ellen Cole before Oaober 20th. Thanks! 

TAKE NOTE 
Joel Grishaver, our December 7th speaker, just won the 1998 Covenant Award for his significant 
impact on Jewish education. The Covenant Foundation honors three people annually, usually communi
ty leaders or synagogue educators. The freelancing Grishaver is a standout for his puckish and joyful 
slant on Jewish study and values. He will use $10,000 of this $25,000 award to establish a special 
endowment for teens who contribute to his weekly electronic newsletters. The award was presented on 
September 15th in Washington, E.D. ·-

(Continued from Page 9) 

Capping my stay in Philadelphia was the bus tour that included the only synagogue in America designed by Frank Lloyd 
Wright and a visit to a very tired but gracious Rebecca Landau (co-convention chair) in the Gratz College Library. 
Philadelphia was wonderful; the convention was hard to leave but I rented a car and drove to Washington, DC. I arrived 
in time to attend Elliot Gersh's AJLIALA sponsored event at the United States Holocaust Museum and spend the entire 
day in the museum. It's a good thing that convention is in Boca Raton next year. It will be restful in comparison. 
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~BEHIND THE MIKE~: 

PRODUCING JEWISH STORIES 

with JOHANNA COOPER 

GENERAL MEETING 
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